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We added a few new features to the Sims 4 Expansion Pack. In addition, we provided a workaround so that you can use the new features. We also added a few more 'optional' Sim aspects that lets you play sims more naturally. One of these optional aspects is a social life sim. Set this up for 1 Sim or 4 Sims - you choose! This brings
the feel of being a real Sim closer to the simulation and makes you naturally more connected to those around you. Much like the polls that have come before it, the Presidential Election sim works like this: You or your Sim become Candidate, then you or your Sim Campaign for votes by doing things such as making speeches, making
social events, running for political positions and having a good or bad attitude. Each candidate can be a different Sim in this game and can vote for the other Sim! Either way, you get the office and are able to use it. You can raise mood, accept donations, change your mood, and attend press conferences from the office as usual.
However, your Sims will still be able to find other things to do while they are waiting on you. They could be relaxing, going shopping or sleeping. Your Sim can't do anything while they are waiting on you though so they might just end up getting agitated at the wait. However, before I could begin to design and add more officials, I
decided to make a few early decisions about my presidents life. He wanted to earn a fortune in real estate, so I built him a hotel and a house in the country. He wanted to talk business with his people, so I set him up in a office complex to discuss business. He wanted to garner votes for his popularity, so I set up a bar.
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